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Abstract

This paper develops a new heuristic approach for the capacitated sinale
machine lot-sizing problem, incorporating more realistic features such as
production and storage capacities, as well as sequence-dependent setups
that consume regular production capacity in a batch production environ-
ment.
A number of controlled numerical examples show the relative performance of
the heuristic for varying levels of production and storage capacity utili-
zation under different types of demand variability.
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Capacitated Single Stage Production Planning with Storage
Constraints and Sequence-Dependent Setup Times

1. Introduction

The problem of capacity constrained lot-sizing for multiple products to be
produced on a single production facility has received wide attention in
recent literature C3], [4], [5], [10], [11], [12], [15], [16], [17]. Most
approaches of solving this type of problem have been heuristical in
nature, as the underlying mathematical programming model has been shown to
be NP-hard [6]. Most heuristics assume setups not to consume limíted re-
sources and to be solely product-dependent and not sequence-dependent. In
other words, setup time for product x is assumed to be the same for e.g.
x- y- z and y- x- z product sequences, where y and z are different
products. This is often not the case in industry applications. The above
mentioned limitations considerably reduce the usefulness of these heuris-
tics in practice. Other heuristics have been more general in nature, com-
prising set covering type methods and Lagrangean relaxation heuristics
[1], [2], [13], [1~], [20]. However, for this last group of heuristics
very few computational results are available for capacitated dynamic lot-
sizing problems, making their performance hard to assess. An excellent
review paper, comparing various simple capacitated lotsizing heuristics,
is presented by Maes and van Wassenhove [15], [16].
This research aims at developing a new heuristic for the capacitated lot-
size problem that allows for implementation in a more complex industry
setting. In particular, setups will be allowed to consume available pro-
duction capacity and are recognized as being sequence-dependent. The issue
of production scheduling with sequence dependent setup "costs" was recent-
ly discussed by Singh and Foster [19], but did not include storage con-
straints and assumed demand to be constant over time. In addition, the
sequence-dependent component of a product's setup "time" was assumed small
enough to be ignored. In the procedure to be developed, storage capacity
will be introduced in addition to regular production capacity. Finally,
the new heuristic will be developed for a batch-production process. As
such, this heuristic approach will be particularly suitable for certain
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process-industry applications where the number of products is relatively
small. One could think of a familiar application in which a variety of
chcmical products are processed through a single reactor of fixed volume,
which acts as the bottleneck of the production process. Once a"batch" of
product is manufactured, the reactor is emptied with the remainder of the
production process being continuous and consisting of degassing, filtering
and final specification operations until the product is stored in pre-
assigned tanks. Relaxing the proposed methodology to sequence-independent
setup-times without storage constraints leads to the more "classical"
capacitated lot-size problem which has been shown to be NP-hard [6]. As
such, the proposed methodology is inherently more difficult to solve and
does not lend itself to optimization approaches. A heuristic approach will
be taken and is discussed next.
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2. Problem formulation and solution methodology

The problem of capacitated production planning in the production setting
described earlier can be summarized as follows:
A number of products have to be manufactured on a single bottleneck
machine, after which they are stored in pre-assigned tanks of known capa-
city. Setup-times are very significant and, in some applications, could
cou,prise up to twenty percent and more of total processing time. These
setup-times are highly sequence-dependent, influenced by the chemical
composition and resulting cleaning operations of the product processed
previously in the reactor. Furthermore, because of chemical reaction prop-
erties, the reactor has to be completely filled each time a"batch" of
product is processed; yielding integer production lot-sizes. The aim con-
sists of establishing a feasible production plan for a pre-defined plan-
ning horizon in which production lot-sizes are determined as to minimize
total setup-times to be incurred. In a first phase, feasible lot-sizes are
sought that are in line with known production and storage capacity limita-
tions. As future setup-times are not yet known, provisions for estimated
setup times are computed based upon the products to be yet produced in
future periods. These provisions are incorporated in production capacity
feasibility computations as to yield highly probable feasible solutions.
With the resulting lot-sizes of phase one, the second phase consists of
establishing a detailed production sequence per period that results in
minimal actual setup-time to be incurred. In a final check, the actual
feasibility of the production schedule resulting from the second phase is
verified.

The proposed solution methodology consists of two phases, each of which
comprise the following issues:

Phase 1: - a lot-sizing criterion aiming at combining production require-
ments over different periods as to minimize estimated setup-
times over a pre-defined planning horizon within the con-
straints of integer lot-size quantities;

- production capac-ty feasibility constraints;
- storage capacity feasibility constraints;
- realistic provisions for future anticipated setup-times.
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Phase 2: - establish a final production sequence per period, scheduling
the resulting lot-sizes of phase 1 with the aim of minimizing
total setup-time as much as possible;
verify resulting production sequence for actual feasibility.

Note that inventory holding costs were not included in the lot-sizing
criterion for three reasons. Firstly, additional carrying costs incurred
are usually over-shadowed by the resulting setup-cost savings when combi-
ning future and current production requirements as to establish efficient
lot-size quantities. For the production setting under consideration,
studying the traditional trade-off between holding and setup-costs would
not be very meaningful. Secondly, lot-sizes are formed based upon "esti-
mated" setup-time savings, which will eventually differ from the actual
setup times once the final detailed production sequence is determined.
Looking for an optimal trade-off between known additional holding costs
and "estímated" setup costs, in turn derived from estimated sPtup time
savings, could become misleading in assessing possible "net savings".
Finally, accurate cost figures for inventory holding and setups are hard
to come by in real-world applications, where setup-times are mainly deter-
mined by the engineering process and usually determined quite accurately.
Furthermore, back-ordering is not allowed. This is in line with applica-
tions of the nature described earlier as the "end-product" is often a
"semi-finished" product that serves as input to subsequent chemical pro-
cessing in other locations and production plants. Backorder cost under
these circumstances is considered too excessive to make backordering a
viable alternative.
The first phase of the proposed heuristic is described in more detail
below.

j. Heuristic - phase 1

In the first phase, future production requirements are combined with cur-
rent requirements as to yield lot-size quantities that seem "efficient" in
terms of total estimated switch-over time to be incurred. In this process,
up-to-date production and storage capacity limitations have to be taken
into account to ensure feasibility.
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A general description of the first phase is illustrated in Figure 1.

Step 1: Compute net production requirements outstanding.
Denote the current production period as period k.
Select product i that would result in the most "efficient"
lot-size by adding production requirements of future period
p(i) to the current requirements of period k. Denote this
quantity as yai"p(i)"k (added production from period p(i) to
period k for product i).

~
Step 2: Determine whether quantity ya.,~ w was limited by eitheri p(i) k

the outstanding future production requirement for product i,
the available production capacity for adding more production
to existing committed quantities, or the remaining storage
capacity for storing the added production requirements.

~
Ste : Based upon the outcome of step 2, update the necessary capa-

city parameters and select alternate future production
requirements to be added to current committed contingents
until no more efficiency improving quantities can be assigned
or full capacity is reached.
Set k- ktl and return to step 1.

Figure 1. Phase 1 - general description.

Each step is ellaborated on next.

Step 1

Net requirements are computed in a straightforward fashion by offsetting
future demand and current beginning inventories. It is always assumed that
existing inventories are depleted first before additional production is
initiated.
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The "efficiency" measure for evaluating the addition of quantity Yaip(i)k
of product i in period p(i) to the current committed production y, ofik
product i in period k, is denoted by Eip(i)k and computed as:

E1P(i)k - {int(yikfl) t intÍYaip(i)k}1) - int(Yik{Yaip(i)k}1)}aiP(i) (1)

The underlying logic is best illustrated by means of a simple example.
Suppose net production requirements for product 3 in current period 2
dictate committed production of y23 - 1.2 batches. Suppose the production
quantity to be added from period 3 is found as ya332 - 0.~ batches. The
average switch-over time to product i based upon the number of products to
be produced in period p(i), is denoted by a. and for the example

1P(i)
assumed to equal 5.8 hours. The efficiency measure is then calculated as

E33~ -[int(1.2t1) t int(0.~;1) - int(1.9f1)}5.8 - 5.8 hours.

Not shifting the required production of 0.~ batches in period 3 forward in
time would result in a setup to product i in period 3 for one batch to
meet scheduled demand.
However, this setup could be saved by pre-producing the 0.~ batches to-
gether with the committed production of 1.2 batches in period 2 as two
batches would have to be produced, regardless of whether 1.2 or 1.9
batches were required.
Calculations of this nature are performed for all products with positive
net production requirements in the first subsequent periods p(i) ) k (i -
1,...,n; n equalling the number of products). The product with the highest
efficiency measure Eip(i)k is selected for pre-production.

SteP 2

To keep track of production capacity feasibility, the following metho-
dology has been developed.
First, "slack" production capacity remaining after committed production
for period t is computed as:

n n
SPCt - PCt - f aiyit - a(n-et-1) - E sii{int(yit-0.0001)} (2)

i-1 i-1
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wtiere PCt - nominal production capacity in period t(in hours),
ai - production time (in hours) to produce 1 batch of product i,
aii - setup time (in hours) of product i in between production

batches,
Et - number of products with zero net requirements in period t,
n - number of product,

n n
a -( F i aij)~n(n-1), the average swith-over time (in

i-1 j-1
i~j

hours).

In equation (2), the provision for estimated switch-over time in period t
is measured by a(n-st-1) where (n-Et-1) measures the number of switch-
overs to other products in period t.
Second, to maintain feasibility over the entire planning horizon, a pro-
duction capacity overload (PCO)-measure developed by GUnther [8], is used.
The PCO-measure indicates the cumulative quantities for the remaining
planning horizon at time t that cannot be handled by the available produc-
tion capacity in the respective period and would cause infeasibility un-
less these excess requirements are produced earlier in the production
process. The capacity overload at time t is computed as:

Z
PCOt - max{0, max ( ï - SPCj)} t- k.1,...,H

T-ktl,...,t j-kt1

where: k- current production period,
H- last period of the planning horizon.

(3)

Using both the slack production and capacity overload measures, production
capacity "at hand" for shifting production scheduled in period t to an
earlier period k while maintaining feasibility over the entire planning
horizon, is computed as follows:

PCHt - SPCk - PCOt-1 t- kt1,...,H and PCOk - 0 (4)

Storage capacity feasibility is guaranteed by deducting one batch-size
from the nominal tank capacity of product i and subsequently working with
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the "adjusted" capacity, TCik. As such, continuous production batch-sizes
can easily be rounded to relevant integer batch quantities without viola-
ting feasibility. Furthermore, beginning inventory levels are calculated
as:

Blit - Blit-1 t batchsize ~ int(Yit-1}1) - dit-1 t- 2 ,....H-1
i - 1. . . (5)

where: BIil - starting inventory level for product i at the beginning of
period one.

dit - demand for product i in period t

The "slack"-tank capacity available for shifting production to an earlier
period in the planning horizon, say period k, is then computed as:

STCik - TCik -( Blik } batchsize ~ yik) i- 1,...,n (6)

where TCik - adjusted storage capacity available for product i in period
k.

Note that slack storage capacity is computed using continuous lot-sizes

yik' As lot-sizes are incremented iteratively on a continuous basis when
pre-production is recommended, the appropriate storage capacity remaining
is computed li4ewise. Rounding to integer lot-sizes each time pre-produc-
tion is warranted would cause slack tank capacities to be artificially
reduced unnecessarily and may exclude better production schedules that
would call for more pre-production. For example, suppose 4.2 batches are
currently committed with 0.~ b2.tches considered for pre-production. Com-
puting slack tank capacity as in formula (6) allows the 0.7 batches to be
pre-produced totalling 4.9 batches, rounded to 5 batches in the final
production plan. However, computing slack tank capacity with integer lot-
sizes would call for the 4.2 batches to be initially rounded to 5 batches
which may cause the slack tank capacity to appear inadequate for allowing
the 0.~ batches to be pre-produced.
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Step 2 consists then of checking whether the amount of pre-production
shifted to period k from period p(i) for product i was determined either
by the:
- net requirements outstanding for product i in period p(i),
- the production capacity remaining at hand for shifting future require-
ments of product i from period p(i) to period k, or

- the remaining storage capacity available for storing the added require-
ments produced in period k of product i.

This is quantified as:

PCHP(i) STCik
yaip(i)k - min Xip(i)' ai ' batchsize

where: Xip(i) - the net requirements of product i in period p(i).

Recall that p(i) was defined as the first period, later than k, for which

X1PÍi)
) 0.

Ste

The last step is the most elaborate and is described in more detail below.
Three possible outcomes from the previous step are to be considered:

From step 2: yaiMp(i)~k - Xi~`p(i)~

Update committed production in period k as y.~, - y„ i ya.M „ wherei k i k i p(i) k'
i~ denotes the product selected for pre-production.
L'pdate Xi„p(i)„ - 0, SPCk as SPCk - ai"(yaiMp(i)wk) and the capacity over-
loads PCHt for t- kt1,...,H.
Compute whether pre-production of other products j~i~ lead to a higher
efficiency measure as compared to pre-producing more future requirements
of product i`. As both the slack production and storage capacities in
period k were adequate for handling the entire requirement of product i~
in period p(i)w, more capacity may still be available for pre-producing
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more requirements as long as reductions in total switch-over time are
expected to be realized.
If the same product i' is selected as the most efficient, more require-
ments are added, the relevant parameters updated, until no more pre-pro-
duction in terms of shifting entire productíon requirements of product i~
is possible.
At this point the resulting lot-size is rounded to int(yiNktl).
If the above condition is not met, "efficient" pre-production of other
products, j~i~, is scheduled; relevant parameters updated, and the final
lot-sizes rounded to their next higher integer-value. Next, the procedure
increments k tot ktl and returns to step 1 if no more "efficient" pre-
production alternatives exist or production capacity is fully utilized.
Otherwise, step 2 is repeated without incrementing k to assess the feas-
ible quantity to be pre-produced.

From step 2: Yai~p(i)wk - PCHp(i)~~aiw

In this case, the entire requirement of product i~ in period p(i)~ cannot
be pre-produced in period k, but is limited by how much can still be pre-
produced based upon available production capacity at hand. The resulting
quantity proves to be the most efficient in this case.
As such the final quantity is computed as int(yi~k t YaiMp(i)~k ' 1), end
the requiremer.ts for product ix for subsequent periods t~ p(i)N are up-
dated. This is necessary as the final integer lot-size will marginally
exceed the continuous quantity, producing more than is stríctly required
which can subsequently be used to meet future outstanding requirements. As
the production capacity limit is reached after assigning yaíNp(i)wk for
pre-production, the committed production lot-sizes for the other products
are made integer and their respective requirements updated. Period k is
incremented to ktl and step 1 is repeated.

From step 2: Yai~p(i)"k - STCí~k~batchsize
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In this case, the amount of pre-production for product iw is limited by
the available storage capability. As such, STCixk is set at zero and the
final lot-size for product iN determined as yf~nal - int .i k ~yi'k
yai"p(i)"k } 1~-
Next the slack production capacities, capacity overloads and net require-
ments for product i~ are updated. As possibly more production capacity is
still available for pre-production and other products j~i~ may still have
remaining tank capacity, the search for more efficient pre-production is
continued. If the search indicates more efficient pre-production, the
procedure returns to step 2. If no such opportunities exist, the other
committed lot-sizes are made integer and their respective requirements
updated. The procedure increments k to ktl and returns to step 1.
All three steps are executed iteratively until the last period of the
planning horizon, H, is reached. At this point the committed lot-sizes in
period H are made integer and the first phase of the heuristic is con-
cluded.
A more technical description and detailed flowchart of phase 1 can be
found in Selen and Heuts [18].
With the resulting integer lot-sizes for each product in every production
period, detailed sequencing per period can start and is described in phase
2 of the heuristic.
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4. Heuristic - phase 2

Suppose Zit stands f'or the planned lot-size of product i in períod t as
the outcome of phase 1 of the heuristic; i- 1,...,n and t- 1,...,H. Next
the Zit have to be scheduled in such a sequence as to minimize total
switch-over time as much a possible, given their sequence-dependent
nature. A complete enumeration procedure will be developed as the number
of products to be scheduled in every planning period is usually relatively
small for the applications under consideration.
The first step of the second phase then consists of determining "optimal"
production sequences per period while "matching" the product scheduled in
the last position in period t-1 with the product to be scheduled in the
first position in period t, whenever possible. This is illustrated in
Figure 2.

Sequence

Period

Zil ... Z~1 ... Zkl : Zk2 ... Zm2 : Zm3 -...
1 : 2 : 3 ...

Figure 2. The matching-concept.

Doing so, lot-splitting is prohibited, which under a production setting
with large setups makes sense from a managerial perspective. Furthermore,
the number of possible enumerations is reduced dramatically, making the
approach computationally feasible for moderately sized problems. "Optimal"
sequences per period are determined that minimize total switch-over time
per period according to the Johnson-Trotter algorithm C97, [21].
The procedure is started by computing the optimal sequence for the first
two periods simultaneously, while maintaining the simple matching prin-
ciple. Also, whenever matching between successive periods is not possible
because the relevant product is not scheduled for production in that
period, the optimal sequence for two relevant successive periods is deter-
mined simultaneously after which sequencing resumes again on a period by
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period-basis. Currently, more research is underway of implementing effi-
cient traveling-salesman algorithms, similar to Little et.al. [14], for
scheduling more than eight products per period.
The second step consists of verifying the feasibility of the resulting
final production schedule in terms of the available production capacity
per period. This is necessary because in phase 1 feasibility was assessed
based upon provisions for "estimated" total switch-over time per period
which may in effect deviate somewhat from the actual switch-over time to
be incurred under the resulting production sequence of phase 2. When in-
feasíbilities occur, one could repeat phase 1 of the heuristic with larger
provisions for estimated switch-over time, if warranted. Such infeasibili-
ties could potentially occur for some extreme cases, but are expected to
be rare.
For example, for the ninety example cases to be discusses next, infeas-
ibilities of this kind did not occur once. Some numerical computational
experience with the proposed heuristic approach is discussed below.
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5. Computationel results

Because the problem is already inherently more difficult to solve than the
underlying simple capacitated lot-size problem, which has been shown to be
NP-hard, optimal solutions cannot be obtained to which to compare the
heuristic performance. In order to gain some insight in the relative per-
formance of the heuristic under varying conditions, a simulation study was
performed in which the capacity utilization of both production and
storage, as well as the underlying demand pattern, was varied in a syste-
matic way. As, for example, a production setting under approximately full
capacity utilization is generated, it will be more difficult to schedule
efficient pre-production and hence realize switch-over time savings. When
production or storage slack capacity is present, the heuristic is expected
to perform better in realizing larger total switch-over time reductions.
The demand pattern for the simulated cases was defined as either "con-
stant" (C) or "constant~erratic" (C~E). The constant demand pattern (C) is
defined as a Gaussian white noise process around a constant average level

K
Ki with variance ai equalling ~(as to avoid negative demand levels as
much as possible) (i - 1,...,n; n equalling the number of products to be
manufactured). The constant~erratic pattern (C~E) is generated in a simi-
lar way but includes infrequent "jumps" in demand where the average demand
level is still held constant at level Ki. This situation of infrequent
large orders is common to some process industry applications. The simu-
lated production setting consists of seven products and a planning horizon

of ten weeks. For each erratic demand generated, one jump in demand equal-
ling twice that week's demand level is simulated over the ten week plan-
ning horizon where a uniform distribution is used to select the week in

which the erratic demand is to occur.
The average demand levels Ki are given in Table 1.
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Table 1

Average Demand Levels ( in batches)

Product 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Average Demand 4.~9 3.61 1.00 3.21 1.98 1.45 1.04

Other relevant production data used in the analysis are presented in
Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2

Relevant Production Data

Product

1 2 3 4 5 6 ~

Batch size 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
(in tons)

Storage capacity 560 1120 560 900 ~30 560 560
(in tons)

Production time 5.25 6.00 5.95 4.98 5.39 5.80 8.50
(hours~batch)

The maximum production capacity per week is set at 168 hours, indicating
continuous around-the-clock production capability. The beginning invento-
ries are set at zero for all products, as such the simulation can easily

be controlled for all production-storage capacity utilization combinations
by generating the same average demand levels for each case. Capacity
utilization varied from 80 to 100 percent for production capacity and from
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70 to 100 percent for storage capacity by reducing the nominal available
capacities accordingly. The switch-over time matrix is depicted in Table
3.

Table

Switch-Over Times (in hours)

Product

To 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
From

1.00 1.63 1.68 2.65 2.24 i.83 5.00
4.17 1.00 3.47 4.44 4.03 3.62 5.00
4.18 3.43 1.00 4.45 4.04 3.63 5.~
3.75 3.00 3.05 1.00 3.6i 3.20 5.00
3.41 2.66 2.71 3.68 1.00 2.86 5.00
3.99 3.24 3.29 4.26 3.85 i.oo 5.00
5.00 5.~ 5.~ 5.00 5.00 5.00 1.00

For each capacity-demand situation, five replications were performed.
Depending on the amount of pre-production realized early on in the produc-
tion schedule, individual computer runs took from 20 minutes to 2.5 hours
CPU on an Olivetti M24, the vast majority of computational effort devoted
to the scheduling effort of the second phase because of its underlying
combinztorial structure. The total switch-over times for the ten week
planning horizon are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4
Total switch-over time (hours) for 10 week planning period

Storage
capacity
utiliza-

tion

Production
capacity

utilization

(x)

(z)

70 90 loo

Demand pattern ~ C C~E C C~E C C~E

80

Average

90

Average

loo

301.42 322.09
310.13 305.39
303.62 3i9.35
301.76 328.72
292.77 314.30

301.94 317-97

314.88 338-93
314.33 305.39
306.00 322.83
306.22 328.72
296.03 324.09

307.41 323.99

323.03 338.93
317.42 313.82
327.12 326.58
323.29 339.43
309.99 324.35

304.71 324.33
314.15 310.01
306.00 3i9.35
307.29 328.72
302.41 314.30

306.91 319.34

3i8.oo 338.93
314.33 3i3.43
308.38 322.83
309.52 328.72
305.67 320.83

311.18 324.95

324.71 338.93
317.42 316.44
326.06 326.58
325.67 339-43
3i9.18 327.51

Average ~ 320.17 328.62 ~ 322.61 329.78

312.59 320.03
318.77 316.69
31i.8o 3i4.69
303-87 331.76
306.25 319.06

310.66 320.45

322.72 335.i8
318.77 316.69
318.54 325.48
312.32 33i.76
31i.84 322.76

316.84 326.37

326.20 338.93
318-95 319.70
328.46 328.96
324.79 341.82
325.11 332.io

324.70 332.30
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We can see from table 4 that both the respective capacity utilization as
well as the prevailing demand pattern seem to affect the average perfor-
mance in terms of total required switch-over time hours. An analysis-of-
variance (ANOVA) procedure with two-way interactions was performed, in
which both production and storage capacity utilization interactions with
the demand pattern showed up statistically significant at the 8 percent
significance level. In other words, the effect of simultaneously altering
the demand pattern and the production capacity utilization, respectively
storage capacity utilization, had a significent impact on the average
performance in addition to the impact already explained by changing the
respective capacity utilizations or demand pattern, ceteris paribus (hold-
ing everything else constant). The heuristic approach therefore seems to
be very sensitive to changes in the demand structure and capacity utiliza-
tions, significantly improving upon the total switch-over time needed
whenever possible. On the other hand, the ANOVA-results showed the inter-
action between production and storage capacity utilization to be statis-
tically highly non-significant. This is to be expected as either produc-
tion or storage capacity limitations determine the resulting production
schedule, leaving no room for further improvement by using any remaining
capacity in the non-limiting resource.
Furthermore it is seen that, on average, the heuristic performs approxi-
mately 8 percent better under the ~0-80 percent capacity utilization com-
bination as compared to the case of full capacity utilization for the
constant demand pattern. Similarly, this compares to a 5 percent improve-
ment for the constant~erratic demand pattern. In addition, smaller capac-
ity utilization under the constant demand pattern induces relative larger
improvements in total switch-over time needed as compared to the more
erratic demand structure. At any rate, strong indications exist from these
results that the proposed heuristic approach leads to significant improve-
ments in total switch-over time needed whenever opportunities for pre-
production, measured by capacity utilization, exist.
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6. Conclusions

A new heuristic for the single machine capacitated lot-size problem was
developed, including both production and storage capacity limitations.
Also the fact that setups incurred can be sequence-dependent and consume

regular production capacity, as well as the batch-nature of the production
process, were taken into consideration. A turbo-PASCAL computer program

was developed and implemented in a simulation study where respective
capacity utilizations, as well as the underlying demand pattern, were

varied for a production setting with seven products and a ten week plan-
ning horizon.
This heuristic could contribute to reducing setup-times in complex chemi-
cal processing applications where different storage capacities are a sig-
nificant limiting factor.
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